
 

Ottawa Voyageu

Club de marche Voyageurs d’Ottawa

CVF 0

Route 2 

Bob MacQuarrie Rec

1. Exit the Bob MacQuarrie Recreation

immediately turn RIGHT continuing along Youville Dr. to the lights at Youville Dr. and St. Joseph Blvd. 

Cross St. Joseph, continue up the hill on 

 

2. Turn LEFT on Rivermill Cres. and continue

Pl. sign then turn LEFT to a path just past house #1655. Turn 

LEFT. Continue past the barricade to the first dirt path on the 

 

3. Turn LEFT on the dirt path (into the trees) to a 

RIGHT onto the path going downhill, keeping the chain link fence to your right, exiting onto Des Sapins 

Gardens no sign house #1715 across the

 

4. Turn RIGHT on Des Sapins Garden to Beausejour Dr. and turn 

path (house #1693) and turn LEFT on 

LEFT on Jeanne d’Arc Blvd., continue 

 

5. At St. Joseph Blvd. VEER LEFT to the cross walk and 

back to Jeanne d’Arc Blvd. and continue on Jeanne d’Arc Blvd. 

LEFT to return to the start point. 
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018 – Orleans East - Convent Glenn South 

Route 2 - Summer 6 Km Route Difficulty 2B 

Recreation Complex, 1490 Youville Dr., Orleans, K1C 

 

reation Centre and turn LEFT to the lights, Cross Youville Dr., 

continuing along Youville Dr. to the lights at Youville Dr. and St. Joseph Blvd. 

St. Joseph, continue up the hill on Forest Valley Dr. (1.9 Km). 

continue around to Forest Valley Dr. Turn LEFT  to the 2

to a path just past house #1655. Turn RIGHT on the path to a gravel road and turn 

Continue past the barricade to the first dirt path on the left. 

the dirt path (into the trees) to a “T” intersection and turn LEFT almost 

onto the path going downhill, keeping the chain link fence to your right, exiting onto Des Sapins 

Gardens no sign house #1715 across the street. 

on Des Sapins Garden to Beausejour Dr. and turn LEFT. At Autumn Ridge Dr. turn 

on the path which exits on Jeanne d’Arc Blvd. on Jeanne d’Arc Blvd. Turn 

continue down the hill to the traffic circle. 

to the cross walk and carefully cross St Joseph Blvd. 

back to Jeanne d’Arc Blvd. and continue on Jeanne d’Arc Blvd. to Youville Dr. cross Youville Dr and turn 

 

  

 2X8 

Cross Youville Dr., and 

continuing along Youville Dr. to the lights at Youville Dr. and St. Joseph Blvd. 

to the 2
nd

 des Ravins 

on the path to a gravel road and turn 

almost immediately turn 

onto the path going downhill, keeping the chain link fence to your right, exiting onto Des Sapins 

. At Autumn Ridge Dr. turn LEFT to a 

on Jeanne d’Arc Blvd. Turn 

St Joseph Blvd. VEER RIGHT and 

to Youville Dr. cross Youville Dr and turn 


